You are registered for
the Stars & Strikes
Poker Tournament.
March 18, 2021

You are invited to

Schedule

an evening of bad
beats and good fun on
6PM Pre-Show
Thursday, March 18th as
we battle on the virtual
7PM S&S BINGO
felt for poker glory.
8PM Poker
We’re playing a nolimit Texas Hold’em
tournament online and also hanging out on Zoom. Better work on your poker
face! The Zoom call opens at 8:00pm for registration and poker lessons and
the game will start as soon as everyone is checked in.

Game Flow All players will start with the same number of chips.

Players will have an additional number of chips that can be used to re-enter
the tournament one time if knocked out during a set rebuy period or added to
their stacks if not needed for re-entry once the rebuy period has ended. Players
knocked out after the rebuy period are out of the tournament. They will have
the option to stay and observe their table or any of the other tables. They may
also participate in a 2nd Chance Tournament. The dealer will explain their
options and help facilitate any moves.

A special Zoom link will be sent via email to all poker
players within 48hrs of the event.

Event
Day

On the day of, each player will need
TWO browser windows open

One for Zoom and
one for the poker website

You can use the same computer or add a second device if you prefer. A
Tournament Director will meet you on Zoom to assist in opening the second
window and registering for the tournament. There will also be a professional
poker dealer on every table, so don’t worry if you have not played online before.
They are there to help.

New to poker? Click here.
@apch2830

New to Zoom? Click here.
apch.org/starsstrikes2021

